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Abstract: We consider two non-relativistic strings and their Galilean symmetries. These
strings are obtained as the two possible non-relativistic (NR) limits of a relativistic string.
One of them is non-vibrating and represents a continuum of non-relativistic massless par-
ticles, and the other one is a non-relativistic vibrating string. For both cases we write the
generator of the most general point transformation and impose the condition of Noether
symmetry. As a result we obtain two sets of non-relativistic Killing equations for the vector
elds that generate the symmetry transformations. Solving these equations shows that NR
strings exhibit two extended, innite dimensional space-time symmetries which contain, as
a subset, the Galilean symmetries. For each case, we compute the associated conserved
charges and discuss the existence of non-central extensions.
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1 Introduction
Holography in string theory [1{3] allows to study properties of relativistic strongly coupled
quantum eld theories on the screen in terms of Einstein classical gravity in the bulk,
if the curvature is small. For the case of large curvature one should replace classical
gravity by full string theory in the bulk. In particular in [4] IIB (super) strings in null
geodesics of AdS5  S5 have been considered. In this sector string theory is soluble and
the corresponding gauge dual sector has been identied.
Non-relativistic holography, the application of holographic ideas to non-relativistic
physics, has also been considered. Non-relativistic holography is useful to study properties
of strongly correlated systems in condensed matter (see [5, 6] and references therein). In this
case one could consider relativistic metrics in the bulk with non-relativistic isometries [7, 8]
or to consider non-relativistic gravity theories in the bulk; see for example [9{11]. Like in
the relativistic case, if the curvature is large one should use non-relativistic strings in
the bulk. Vibrating non-relativistic strings were introduced in [12, 13]. Their action was
obtained by the non-relativistic \stringy" limit of a relativistic string where not only the
time direction is large but also a spatial direction along the string [14]. The action was also
obtained using the non-linear realization technique applied to a \stringy" contraction of
the Poincare group, called \stringy" Galilei algebra [15, 16]. This algebra has two type of
non-central extensions. The \stringy" limit of (super) strings in AdS5S5 was constructed
as another soluble sector of the AdS/CFT correspondence [17].
There is also the ordinary non-relativistic limit of the relativistic string where only the
time direction becomes large; in this case the non-relativistic string does not vibrate [18].
It represents a continuum of non-relativistic massless particles [19] with an energy density
which depends on the position of the particle in the string. The action is invariant under
Galilean transformations that close without central extension. The Lagrangian can be

















The rst check that holographic ideas are working is to verify that the symmetries
of the bulk and the screen coincide. In the case of non-relativistic holography one should
check that the Galilean symmetries in the bulk and in the screen coincide.
As a rst step towards using non-relativistic strings in non-relativistic holography, we
study in this paper the general Noether Galilean symmetries of non-relativistic strings.
We will write the generator of the most general point transformation and will impose on
it the condition of Noether symmetry, which gives the associated non-relativistic Killing
equations that one must solve. For a massive non-relativistic particle, the maximal set of
symmetries is larger than the Galilei group, and it is in fact the Schrodinger group [20, 21],
which is the group corresponding to the z = 2 case of an innite set of z-Galilean conformal
algebras [22{24].
For a relativistic string, one can consider two non-relativistic (NR) limits according
to whether one or two longitudinal coordinates are scaled, which we call, respectively NR
particle limit ans NR stringy limit. For the particle limit, a non-vibrating non-relativistic
string is obtained, whose maximal set of symmetries turns out to be an innite dimensional
extension of the Galilean conformal algebra [19, 22, 25, 26], but with dynamical exponent
z =  1. The enhancement of non-relativistic symmetries for non-relativistic gauge eld
theories has also been discussed in [27{29]. However, the extended algebras that we obtain
in the NR particle limit seem to be fundamentally dierent due to their stringy origin, and
this is reected, in particular, in the negative values of the dynamical exponent.
The particle limit of (super) strings in AdS5  S5 would lead also to a soluble sector
of AdsS/CFT correspondence and is therefore worth to explore.
For the stringy limit, a non-relativistic vibrating string is obtained, with a new innite
dimensional algebra, which we call the stringy Galilean conformal algebra. The conserved
charges are computed and we show the existence of an innite set of non-central extensions.
For general a p-brane, the p+ 1 longitudinal directions allow to consider p+ 1 dierent
non-relativistic limits. In this paper we study only the case of the particle limit, which turns
out to have a group of transformations corresponding to an innite dimensional extension
of the Galilean algebra with z =  p.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we discuss the conditions
under which the terms that are obtained in the expansion of the relativistic action are
invariant under Galilean transformations, and review the construction of the two non-
relativistic limits for a relativistic string. The non-relativistic particle limit of a general
p-brane is discussed as well. In section 3 we write down the equations of motion for both
non-relativistic strings and, in particular, for the non-vibrating string, we discuss the gauge
xing procedure and the resulting dynamics.
In section 4 we consider the most general generator of point transformations for the
non-vibrating string. The Noether condition for symmetries is applied and a set of non-
relativistic Killing equations for the symmetry generators are obtained. After solving them,
we obtain the algebra of symmetry transformations. Results are also presented for the NR
particle limit of a p-brane.
In section 5 we apply the same procedure to the NR stringy limit of the string and
discuss the corresponding algebra of transformations and the appearance of non-central

















2 Non-relativistic limits of a relativistic extended object
In this section we will study the possible non-relativistic limits of an extended object, a
relativistic p-brane. We rst analyze some general properties on the non-relativistic limit.




we assume that the Lagrangian density L is pseudo-invariant under a given set of relativistic
symmetries R,
RL = @  F; (2.2)
where @  F denotes the divergence of F . In order to study the non-relativistic limit we
introduce a dimensionless parameter ! and we scale the variables and constants of the
Lagrangian and relativistic transformations accordingly.
We assume that the Lagrangian density and the symmetry transformation can be
expanded in powers of !,2
R = 0 + !
 2 2 + : : : ; (2.3)
L = !2L2 + L0 + ! 2L 2 + : : : ; (2.4)
F = !2F2 + F0 + !
 2F 2 + : : : : (2.5)
where the rst term in the expansion of the relativistic symmetry, R, is the non-relativistic
transformation 0.
3 Condition (2.2) implies and innite set of conditions. For the rst
orders in the expansion parameter we have
0L2 = @  F2; (2.6)
0L0 +  2L2 = @  F0; (2.7)
0L2 +  2L0 +  4L2 = @  F 2: (2.8)
From these one sees that the highest order Lagrangian density L2, which appears with a
divergent factor !2, is always (pseudo)invariant under 0, while the nite one, L0 is only
invariant if  2L2 is a divergence. The latter condition happens, in particular, if L2 itself
is itself a divergence or, even more particularly, if L2 = 0, which will one of the cases that
we will be considering. In the limit ! !1 all the terms with negative powers of ! vanish.






1The results obtained will also apply to any relativistic eld theory Lagrangian.
2The details of the expansion may depend on the system and symmetry that one is considering, but the
same ideas can be applied to other cases. This particular expansion is motivated by the result that one
obtains in the case of the NR limit of a relativistic particle, and is also useful for the systems that we are
considering.
3The analysis below can also be used for the Carroll limit that was introduced as a dierent type of

















where G is the induced metric, with elements
G = @X
@X; (2.10)
and where X(; ),  = 0; 1; : : : d are the embedding coordinates in at (d+ 1)-spacetime,
while the world-volume coordinates are  = (0; 1) = (; ) ;  = 0; 1. As usual, we
will denote derivatives with respect to  and  by dots and primes, respectively.
For a string, one can consider two non-relativistic limits, which depend on whether one
or two embedding coordinates are scaled by !. The particle limit is obtained for X0 = !t,
















_t~x 0   t0 _~x
2
; (2.12)
and, according to the general discussion, the Lagrangian density  T
q
( _t~x 0   t0 _~x)2 will be,
at least, pseudo-invariant under Galilean transformations. In fact, the Galilean symmetry
transformations obtained by the NR limit
t = ; xi = ai + bit+ !ijxj ; !ij =  !ji; (2.13)
close under the Galilei algebra without central extension i.e., the Lagrangian is invariant
under the Galilean transformations and not pseudo invariant [32, 33]. From (2.12) it follows
also that the action is invariant under the scaling
t! t; ~x!  1~x; (2.14)
which indicates a negative dynamical exponent. This will be reected in the full extended
Galilean transformations that we will construct.
The stringy limit is obtained with XL = !X^L, L = 0; 1, Xi = yi, i = 2; : : : ; d [12, 13]
(see also [14]). After some algebra, one obtains
p  detG = w2
q
















~G = @yi@yi: (2.17)
The term
p
  det G^ is, in fact, a total derivative, since




























will be invariant under Galilean transformations
X^L = L + !LMX^
M ; yi = i + !ijy
j + !iLX^
L: (2.20)




_tz0   t0 _z h  t02 + z02 _~y 2 +    _t2 + _z2 ~y 0 2 + 2  t0 _t  z0 _z _~y  ~y 0i ; (2.21)
with X^0 = t, X^1 = z.
For a p-brane it makes sense to consider p+1 dierent non-relativistic limits, according
to the number (1; 2; : : : ; p + 1) of embedding coordinates that are scaled. The case of the
NR p-brane limit of a p-brane, which for p = 1 corresponds to the NR stringy limit of the
string, was discussed in [16].
Here we consider the NR particle limit of a p-brane in at spacetime, for general p.
The relativistic Lagrangian density is given by
L =  Tp  detG; G = @X@X; ;  = 0; 1; : : : ; p+ 1;  = 0; 1; : : : ; d: (2.22)
As in the string case, the NR particle limit is obtained with X0 = !t, Xi = xi, i =
1; 2; : : : ; d. One has




















When forming the products, any term with a power higher than !2 will have at least two
derivatives of t with indexes belonging to the same , and hence will cancel by symmetry.
The only surviving terms are the p + 1 ones with power !2 (which are all equal due to
symmetry), and the term with p+ 1 factors of elements of ~G, which is equal to det ~G,
detG =  !2 1
p!
12:::p+1 12:::p+1 @1t @1t






















12:::p+1 12:::p+1 @1t @1t











12:::p+1 12:::p+1 @1t @1t
~G22    ~Gp+1p+1 ; (2.27)
where T^ = !T , will be NR (pseudo)invariant. For p = 1 one recovers the action (2.12) for
the NR string, while p = 0 yields a particle Lagrangian which is just a total derivative  T^ _t.
In this case, the next term in the ! expansion will also be NR invariant, and it results in
the standard NR particle action.
3 Equations of motion of non-relativistic strings
The Lagrangian densities for the extended NR objects that we have constructed in the
previous section are homogeneous functions of rst order of the derivatives of the eld
variables (and in particular of the derivatives with respect to ), and hence are invariant
under dieomorphisms, have an identically zero canonical Hamiltonian, and yield p + 1
rst-class constraints a(~x; t; ~p; E) = 0, a = 0; : : : ; p. The canonical action is thus given by
S =
Z
dd1    dp
 
_xipi   _tE  
pX
a=0
aa(~x; t; ~p; E)
!
; (3.1)
with fag a set of p+ 1 Lagrange multipliers.
Let us consider rst the Lagrangian density corresponding to the action (2.11),
L =  T
r




~B2; ~B = _t~x 0   t0 _~x: (3.2)



















~p 2   T 2  t02 ; (3.5)
1 = ~p  ~x0   Et0; (3.6)
with equal- Poisson brackets
f0 () ;0 (~)g = 1 () @ (   ~)  1 (~) @~ (   ~) ;
f1 () ;0 (~)g = 0 () @ (   ~)  0 (~) @~ (   ~) ;



























~p 2   T 2t02

    ~p  ~x0   Et0 ; (3.8)






_~p = (~p )0 ; (3.10)





provided that the terms coming from partial integrations in  are zero.







where B indicates evaluation at the boundary of . In order to satisfy this one can impose
4





Notice that (3.15) is satised for both Dirichlet and Neumann conditions on t. Conservation
of total energy, however, requires Neumann conditions (see (3.26) below) and hence we will
take as our boundary conditions





One can compute the canonical generator of the gauge transformations and get the









with 0 and 1 arbitrary functions of  , , and with E and pi given by (3.3) and (3.4),
respectively.





t02   _tt0+ @ (1L) : (3.20)
Equations (3.9){(3.12) contain two Lagrangian multipliers (; ) and (; ). If we




_~p = 0; (3.22)





and they should be supplemented with the constraints (3.5), (3.6).

















The equations of motion for any value of  are the ones of a massless Galilean parti-
cle [19], except for the fact that now we have (3.21) instead of _E = 0. The total energy
H() =
Z
d E(; ) (3.25)









which is zero for closed strings, but also for open strings, due to the boundary condition
(3.17). It follows from (3.21) that energy ows along the string according to the curvature
of the t coordinate, and this is a unique feature of having an extended object instead of a
particle.
In order to study the reduced physical space we must introduce two gauge xing
constraints, 	0 and 	1, such that f0;1;	0;	1g is a set of second-class constraints
on the variety M dened by all four constraints. The arbitrary functions can then be
determined by demanding the stability of 	0 and 	1.
Let us remark rst that the naive gauge xing condition 	(; ) = t(; )  1p
T
 is not
acceptable. Indeed, one has that f0;	g = 0 trivially and
f1(; );	(; ~)gjM = t0(; )(   ~)

M = 0 (3.27)
where t(; ) = 1p
T
 on M has been used in the last step. Hence, a condition of the form
t   does not render second class any of the original primary constraints, and does not
determine any of the Lagrangian multipliers ; . From the above computation it is clear
that an acceptable gauge condition has to include a dependence on  for t, and we choose
	0(; ) = t(; )  f(); (3.28)
where we leave f free so that the boundary conditions for the open string, or the winding
number assignement for the closed string, can be satised. Since t cannot be chosen as
the evolution parameter of the gauge-xed system, a sensible second gauge condition is
given by
	1(; ) = x1(; )  1
T
p1(; ): (3.29)
One has then the non-zero Poisson brackets
f1(; );	0(; ~)gjM = f 0()(   ~); (3.30)
f0(; );	1(; ~)gjM =  
1
T





p1(; )(   ~); (3.31)
f1(; );	1(; ~)gjM =  
1
T
p1(; ~)@(   ~); (3.32)
where p1 means p1 expressed in terms of f 0 and pi, i = 2; : : : ; d, using 0,
p1(; ) =
 







































Requiring these to be zero one has  = 0 and  = 1, and hence (3.28) and (3.29) dene
a conformal gauge. E is expressed in terms of the physical variables using 1 = 0. The
transverse coordinates xi(), pi(), i = 2; : : : ; d, with equations of motion





with x1 the evolution parameter, constitute the reduced, or physical, phase space. From
these equations one can see that the physical degrees of freedom do not vibrate, and
constitute a continuum of massless Galilean particles, in the sense that the corresponding
algebra of conserved charges associated to the Galilean symmetries does not exhibit any
central extension. It should be noticed [35] that the physical degrees of freedom describe a
Galilean string with vanishing potential energy density, although the tension parameter T
in the NR lagrangian density is nite. On the other hand, non-relativistic and carrollian
symmetries of relativistic tensionless strings have been discussed in [36, 37].
Let us consider now the NR stringy limit of the string. The Lagrangian density (2.21)
can be written in terms of light-cone coordinates r = t  z, s = t+ z as
Lrs = T
_rs0   r0 _s
  r0s0 _y2i   _r _sy02i +   _rs0 + r0 _s _yiy0i : (3.38)






_rs0   r0 _sLrs + T
  _sy02i + s0 _yiy0i






_rs0   r0 _sLrs + T
  _ry02i + r0 _yiy0i






_rs0   r0 _s + T
_rs0 + r0 _s
_rs0   r0 _sy
0
i; (3.41)







  rr0 + ss0; (3.42)
1 = rr
0 + ss0 + piy0i; (3.43)
with exactly the same equal- Poisson brackets (3.7) of the non-vibrating case.
The canonical action is
S =
Z

















from which one can compute the equations of motion for the elds,
_r =  (  )r0;







_r =  ((  )r)0;








In order to get these equations, one has to cancel the boundary terms coming from
integrations in , namely
   Ty0iyi   rr + rs   (rr + ss+ piyi)B = 0: (3.46)
For closed strings this is again automatic, while for open strings one can satisfy them
by demanding that




From (3.39) and (3.40) it follows then that r0 = 0 and s0 = 0 also at the boundary, and
then, from (3.41), that pi = 0 at the boundary too. Hence, together with (3.47), we have







After computing the canonical generator of the gauge transformations one obtains for
the state variables the following dieomorphism transformations
Dir =  (0   1)r0; (3.49)








with 0 and 1 arbitrary functions of ;  and with pi given by (3.41). Notice that for the
covariant longitudinal variables t; z one has
Dit = 0z
0 + 1t0; (3.52)
Diz = 0t
0 + 1z0: (3.53)































and we get classical string vibrations in the transverse directions, yi = y
00
i . We refer to [38]
for a discussion of the classical dynamics of this system. At quantum level it is described
by a conformal eld theory, with critical dimension D = 26 (see [12, 13]).
4 Space-time symmetries of the non-vibrating NR string
In this section we will derive spacetime symmetries for the non-vibrating NR string and
also for the corresponding higher dimensional objects obtained from relativistic p-branes.
We will construct all the spacetime symmetries given by point transformations, that is,
transformations generated by generators of the form
G() =
Z
d1    dp (i(~x; t)pi   0(~x; t)E + F (~x; t)) ; (4.1)
where we have grouped into ~x = (xi) all the space-like variables, ~p = (pi) is the canonical
momentum associated to ~x and E is the canonical momentum corresponding to t, with the
sign convention E =  @L
@ _t
. The function F is zero if the transformation leaves invariant
the Lagrangian density, and dierent from zero if it is only pseudoinvariant (the variation
yields a total derivative) [32, 33]. Functions ~, 0 and F will be determined by demanding
that G be a constant of movement. Noether's theorem for the Hamiltonian formalism
ensures then that G generates symmetries of the action.





~(t; ~x)  ~p  0(t; ~x)E

: (4.2)
Since the action is exactly invariant under Galilean transformations, we make the ansatz
that this will also be the case for the extended transformations that we are looking for,
and hence we do not add any F term.
Using the equations of motion, disregarding boundary terms and using the primary
constraint p2i = T








@ijpjpi   piE@i0 + pipi@t0 + T 2t0x0i@i0

: (4.3)
Since the functions 0, i do not depend on pi or the  derivatives of the several elds, the
terms corresponding to all the powers of all these must be zero by themselves. One gets
then the set of non-relativistic Killing equations
@i0 = 0; (4.4)
1
2
(@ij + @ji) + ij@t0 = 0; (4.5)
where (4.4) comes from the second and fourth terms in (4.3), and (4.5) from the quadratic
terms in pi. For i 6= j (4.5) implies

















while for i = j,
@ii + @t0 = 0; i = 1; : : : ; d: (4.7)
The general solution to (4.6) is
i(t; ~x) = ai(t) + !ij(t)xj + c(t)xi; (4.8)
with
!ij(t) =  !ji(t): (4.9)
Substituting this into (4.7) one gets then
c(t) + @t0 = 0; (4.10)
with solution,
0(t; ~x) =  
Z
dt c(t) + 	 (~x) ; (4.11)
but taking into account that @i
0 = 0 one gets
0(t; ~x) =  
Z
dt c(t) + c0: (4.12)
The transformations for the elds are
t =  
Z
du c(u) + c0; (4.13)
xi = ai(t) + !ij(t)xj + c(t)xi: (4.14)
For c = 0 one gets, as special cases, time translations, space translations, boosts and
standard rotations, but also time-dependent rotations and higher order (in time) transfor-
mations of xi. The transformations corresponding to c0, ai(t) and !ij(t) constitute what
is sometimes known as the Coriolis group [39].
Particular cases of c 6= 0 are
1. c(t) = c, which yields xi = cxi and t =  ct. These constitute the innitesimal
form of the scaling xi ! ecxi and t! e ct.
2. c(t) = 2t, for which xi = 2txi and t =  t2.
If we set c(t) =  d(t)dt and absorb c0 into , the above transformations can be rewritten as
t = (t); (4.15)
xi = ai(t) + !ij(t)xj   d(t)
dt
xi; (4.16)
which contains d + 1 + d(d 1)2 arbitrary functions of t. One can check that, if Bi are the
components of ~B given in (3.2),
Bi = !ij(t)Bj ; (4.17)
and hence the action is invariant under these transformations, which is consistent with

















obtained depend on arbitrary functions of t, one has in fact an innite-dimensional algebra
of transformations.




























n(xj@i   xi@j); n  0; (4.22)
L^(n) = tn+1@t   (n+ 1)tnxi@i; n   1: (4.23)










































jl   ilJ^ (n+m)jk + jlJ^ (n+m)ik   jkJ^ (n+m)il : (4.29)
We have thus obtained an innite dimensional extension of the Galilean algebra. Other
algebras of the same type have been considered in the literature; see for instance [25, 40]
and references therein.
The standard Galilean algebra is generated by
L^( 1) = @t  H^ (time translations); (4.30)
M^
( 1)
i = @i  P^i (spatial translations); (4.31)
M^
(0)
i = t@i  B^i (Galilean boosts); (4.32)
J^
(0)
ij = xj@i   xi@j  L^ij (spatial rotations): (4.33)




2@i  K^i (second order boosts); (4.34)
L^(0) = t@t   xi@i  D^ (dilatations); (4.35)

















These generators are similar to those appearing in the Galilean conformal algebra [19, 40].
Notice, however, that the relative sign in D^ and K^ between time and space directions
is negative, while in the standard Galilean conformal algebra one has D^ = t@t + xi@i,
K^ = t2@t + 2txi@i. Hence our extension of the Galilean algebra has dynamical exponent
z =  1, i.e. space and time scale inversely one respect to the other. This can be seen
directly from the action (2.12): the scaling that leaves the action invariant is t ! et,
~x! e ~x.
The fact that the dynamical exponent is negative has as a consequence that the nu-




= 0, and this implies
that any subalgebra containing any M^
(n)
i and one L^
(m) with m  1 will contain also all of
the M^
(n)








and thus all of our extensions of the Galilean algebra that contain special conformal trans-
formations are innite dimensional.
An innite-dimensional extension of the Galilean algebra [22], called z-Galilean Con-
formal algebra is discussed in [25] for the special case of a 2 + 1 spacetime, with 1=z taking
positive integer as well as half integer values. The algebra that we have obtained corre-
sponds to a sub-algebra of an z-Galilean Conformal algebra one but with z =  1, and
dened for any dimension of spacetime.












with all the variables (xi, t, pi and E) functions of  and .














  tn+1E   (n+ 1)tnxipi ; n   1: (4.41)
In [19] it is shown that for a massless non-relativistic particle the generators of boost
and momenta are proportional. Equation (4.39) for n = 0 shows that in our case we have
the analogous relation for the corresponding generator densities.



































and hence they are conserved if the boundary conditions (3.16)(3.17) are used. This shows
that, under the same boundary conditions, the boundary terms that we disregarded in the
computation of _G are actually zero.
The above conserved charges generate, under the Poisson bracket, an algebra which,
except for an overall minus sign, coincides with the algebra of the vector elds which
generate the transformations of xi and t. No non-central extensions appears because, as
we remarked before, the Lagrangian density is exactly invariant under the transformations.
The analysis that we have developed for the particle limit of the string can be gener-
alized to the case of the particle limit of p-branes, and one ends up with the following set
of vector elds for the symmetry transformations:









ij =  tn(xi@j   xj@i)   tnLij ; (4.47)
the only dierence with respect to the string (p = 1) case being the 1=p factor in the spatial
component of L^(n). It turns out that the algebra of these generators is exactly the same















which reduces to (4.26) for p = 1. Hence we have obtained an innite dimensional Galilean
conformal algebra with dynamical exponent z =  p.
5 Spacetime symmetries of NR stringy limit of string
We consider now the most general generator of canonical point transformations for the





pii(~y; r; s) + rr(~y; r; s) + ss(~y; r; s)  F
 
~y; ~y 0; r; r0; s; s0

; (5.1)
where the F term has been added because the Lagrangian density is only pseudo-invariant
under the stringy Galilei transformations.























pi[F ]i + r






y0i[F ]i + r




















where [F ]x denotes the Lagrangian derivative of F respect to x, [F ]x = @xF   @(@x0F ).
Demanding that this be zero imposes the following set of Killing equations
@ir = 0; (5.3)
@is = 0; (5.4)
@sr = 0; (5.5)
@rs = 0; (5.6)
@ij + @jxi = 0; (5.7)
[F ]s =  Ty0i@si; (5.8)





[F ]i =  @rir0 + @sis0; (5.10)
y0i[F ]i + r
0[F ]r + s0[F ]s = 0: (5.11)
Equation (5.3) and (5.4) come from the terms proportional to rpi and spi, respectively,





the terms proportional to rs
0 and sr0 lead to (5.5) and (5.6). Condition (5.7) comes





5 Finally, the last four equations are obtained
from the pieces proportional to s0, r0, pi and . Notice, however, that (5.11) is a linear
combination of (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10), and hence can be disregarded.
From (5.3){(5.6) one has
r(~y; r; s) = f(r); (5.12)
s(~y; r; s) = g(s); (5.13)
while the most general solution to (5.7) is
i = i(r; s) + !ij(r; s)yj ; (5.14)
with the functions i(r; s) and !ij to be determined, and with !ij skew-symmetric.
Given the structure of (5.8) and (5.9), we make the ansatz that i(r; s) and !ij(r; s)
are, in fact, the sum of a function of r and a function of s,
i(r; s) = Bi(r) +Bi(s); !ij(r; s) = !ij(r) + !ij(s): (5.15)
Let us start with i = Bi(r) and (5.9). One has that @ri = @rBi(r), and (5.9) is satis-
ed with
F = Ty0iBi(r); (5.16)
without any condition on the function Bi(r). Notice that, for the particular case that Bi
be a constant, F becomes a derivative in  and hence its contribution to G becomes a

































Due to the separation of  as a sum of functions of r and s, the solution to (5:8) will
look exactly the same, with dierent parameters b
(n)
i , and with a global minus sign for the
corresponding contribution to F . Thus, the solution to (5.8) and (5.9) of the form i(r; s)











i in F )




















n+1   b(n)i sn+1

: (5.20)
It turns out that (5.19)(5.20) also solve (5.10).
Let us now consider the terms coming from !ij(r) and !ij(s). Equations (5.8) and (5.9)
are satised with
F = Ty0i (!ij(r)  !ij(s)) yj ; (5.21)
but, substituting into (5.10), one nds that, after canceling corresponding terms from
both sides,
( !ij(r) + !ji(r) + !ij(s)  !ji(s)) y0j = 0; (5.22)
which only holds if !ij(r) = !ij(s) = !ij , and then, from (5.21), F = 0.
6
Let us now return to the solutions (5.12) and (5.13). Since f and g are arbitrary, we































6As a direct check that only constant functions !ij (or !ij) yield symmetries of the action, one can
consider yi = !ij(r)yj and compute
Lrs = Ty0iyj _!ij   T _yiyj!0ij : (5.23)
This cannot be written as @G + @G, unless _!ij = !
0





+ @ ( T _yiyj!ij) = Ty0iyj _!ij   T _yiyj!0ij + 2Ty0i _yj!ij ; (5.24)

















These transformations have associated vector elds given by
P^i = @i; (5.28)
L^ij = yj@i   yi@j ; (5.29)
L^(n) = rn+1@r; n   1; (5.30)
L^
(n)








n+1@i; n  0: (5.33)
These generate two copies of the same algebra, which contains the Witt algebra, with
relevant commutators (the commutators involving P^i are those of M^
(n)

















j   jkM^ (n)i ; (5.36)h
L^ij ; L^kl
i
= ikL^jl   ilL^jk + jlL^ik   jkL^il: (5.37)
Notice that P^i, L^ij , L^
( 1), L^(0) and M^ (0)i form a subalgebra, with associated transformations
r =  1 + 0r; (5.38)
yi = ai + !ijyj + b
(0)
i r; (5.39)
which correspond to translations and dilatations for the longitudinal light-cone variable r
and translations, rotations and Galilean boosts (in the longitudinal light-cone variable r)




i ; : : : ; M^
(N)
i , N  1,
and still get a closed algebra, with transformations
r =  1 + 0r; (5.40)
yi = ai + !ijyj + b
(0)






3 +   + b(N)i rN+1: (5.41)
Because of (5.35), adding to the above set any of the L^(n), n  1, forces the inclusion
of all the M^
(n)
i .














yi = ai + !ijyj +Bi(t  z) +Bi(t+ z): (5.44)
Expanding the arbitrary functions in powers of t and z one gets, to the lowest orders,
t =  1 + 0t+ 0z + 1t
2 + 21tz + 1z
2 +O(3); (5.45)
z =  1 + 0z + 0t+ 1t
2 + 21tz + 1z
2 +O(3); (5.46)














































i   b(n)i : (5.48)
If the expansion of the arbitrary function in powers of r and s is carried out in the































n+1   b(n)i sn+1
1A :
(5.49)




































; n  0:
(5.50)
The computation of _G, which has led to the charges (5.50), has been done performing
several integrations by parts, which produce surface terms that we have disregarded. In
order for the charges to be conserved, appropriate boundary conditions must be imposed so
that those boundary terms are zero, and they can be obtained directly from the conservation


























(  )rn+1  Ty0i   pi0 ; (5.54)























These charges generate, up to possible non-central extensions which come from bound-
ary terms, the same extension of the Galilean algebra obtained with the vector elds asso-
ciated to the transformation.
The possibility of obtaining non-central extensions is due to the presence of a nonzero F
term in the canonical generator. Computing the Poisson brackets of the conserved charges,
one obtains the same algebra (with a reversed sign), except for the fact that the brackets
among M
(n)
i (and among M
(n)



























(the second relation can be obtained from the rst one with the extended index n =  1).
One can check that the new non-zero results do not spoil the closedness of the algebra.
6 Discussion and outlook
In this paper we have considered dierent non-relativistic limits of relativistic extended
objects. A p-brane in Minkowski space has p + 1 target longitudinal directions, which in
the non-relativistic limit could become large, and therefore we can consider p+ 1 dierent
non-relativistic limits. In the case of the string we have two limits that we call particle-
limit, when only the temporal X0 coordinate becomes large, and the stringy limit, when
the two longitudinal directions are large.
In the rst case the string obtained does not vibrate, and physically it is a collection of
non-relativistic free massless Galilean particles [19] whose energy density depends on the
position of the particle in the string. In the second case we have a string that vibrates. At
quantum level, if the spatial longitudinal directions are bounded, the theory is described
by a conformal eld theory with critical dimension 26 [12, 13].
For both types of strings we have studied and solved the non-relativistic Killing equa-
tions. For the non-vibrating string we obtain symmetry transformations that close under
an algebra [22] which turns out to be an innite dimensional extension of the Galilean
algebra with an exotic dynamical exponent z =  1. In the vibrating case we obtain a
dierent innite dimensional extension of the original stringy Galilean algebra [15]. An
innite set of non-central extensions in the algebra of conserved charges is also obtained.
If should be emphasized that among the symmetries there is an innite set of polynomial
shift symmetries [41, 42]. The presence of polynomial shift symmetries has been noticed
in Galileon theories [43].
For future work it will be interesting to study in detail the action, dynamics and
symmetries of all the p + 1 non-relativistic limits of a p-brane. For instance, in the case
of a 2-brane, if one considers the intermediate NR stringy limit, one obtains a system that
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